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The De Brys worked as ugently on the volumes of their America series as 
the explorers and conquistadors labored to make their ways through the 
New World, because to capture and transport people, goods, narratives, and 
images across the Atlantic was to feed the curiosity and wonder of read-
ers in the Old World. In this essay I will trace different uses of images of 
New Spain in the books of three men who hoped to profit from Atlantic 
exploration: the Milanese traveler and writer Girolamo Benzoni, who spent 
fourteen years in Central America and recounted what he had seen in a 
historical- ethnographic narrative including eighteen small woodcuts; his 
German Protestant interpreters Theodor De Bry and his family, who trans-
lated Benzoni into the German and Latin texts and large- scale engravings 
of parts 4 to 6 of their America or India Occidentalis series; and the Venetian 
artist Cesare Vecellio, who reframed the Mexicans and Peruvians of America 
into a costume book, a set of woodblock prints assembled to illustrate the 
clothing worn by people around the world.

My comparison of these three pictorial projects focuses on the 
diverse ways in which they put inhabitants of the New World into print. 
Although early modern collections of images are different from wars or con-
quests to the extent that the figures in woodcuts and engravings are not 
admirals on Spanish caravels or slaves in Peruvian silver mines, artists who 
pictured them did translate the indigenous peoples of the New World into 
commodities for the book market. This was a rich and varied market, how-
ever, in which publishers played to a range of different kinds of interest in 
the Americas, adapting conventions of representation designed to elicit dis-
tinct genre- specific responses. By looking closely at the text and images in 
several sets of prints and commentary in Benzoni, De Bry, and Vecellio, 
I hope to show how differently the makers of these books stimulated and 
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profited from their readers’ curiosity, horror, and admiration of expeditions 
to the New World. 

One way to approach this range of book forms is to relate it to the 
distinction Stephen Greenblatt makes in his essay on museums, “Resonance 
and Wonder.” He defines resonance as “the power of [a] displayed object  
to . . . evoke in the viewer the complex, dynamic cultural forces from which 
it has emerged.” Wonder, on the other hand, results from “the power of the 
displayed object to stop the viewer in his or her tracks, to convey an arrest-
ing sense of uniqueness.”1 To formulate this opposition in relation to books 
published in early modern Europe about New World explorations, we can 
relate wonder to the meraviglia defined as the rhetorical goal of Renaissance 
epic —  and to the profit to be made from books depicting the astonishing 
strangeness of the natives of America. Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park, 
in their study of wonder, collecting, and the beginnings of science in early 
modern Europe, describe the workings of wonder: 

As theorized by medieval and early modern intellectuals, wonder 
was a cognitive passion as much about knowing as about feel-
ing. To register wonder was to register a breached boundary, 
a classification subverted. . . . [Ulisse Aldrovandi wrote of the 
New World], “A great field remains for the scholars of this and 
future centuries since Christopher Columbus and others, with 
the greatest effort, expense and danger, have discovered as it were 
another world, in which such remarkable wonders have been dis-
closed, discovered, and described and brought back to us at many 
princes’ bequest.” 

They also point out another aspect of wonder:

But the language of wonder also served another purpose: to 
attract the attention of wealthy patrons and lay readers who might 
find little to engage them in volumes of more matter- of- fact prose. 
The rise of printing created a large and growing audience for lit-
erature of this sort. Increasingly, interest in exotic and domestic 
natural history was not confined to scholars like Aldrovandi: texts 
on this topic quickly became a fixture in the broader market for 
large and lavishly illustrated books.2

Theodor De Bry saw early on the potential for the literature of New World 
wonders. On his f rontispiece for Clusius’s Latin t ranslation of Thomas 
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Hariot’s account of Virginia, he printed “Admiranda narratio fida tandem”  
[A narrative much to be wondered at but true nonetheless].3 

Resonance, on the other hand, arose from accounts written from 
the practical and scholarly mindsets evolving in sixteenth- century travelers’ 
narratives. This early ethnographic perspective, Joan Pau Rubiés points out, 
“structured the genre on the basis of the practical interests of merchants, sol-
diers and crown officials” rather than on the glorification of conquest or the 
purveying of fantastic monsters such as the dog- headed men in writers from 
Pliny to Mandeville.4 The mercantile/ambassadorial perspective was indeed 
an early one, which Daston and Park see in Marco Polo’s account of his trav-
els to the East: “Like merchants, diplomats and missionaries were also forced 
to adopt an attitude of civility toward unfamiliar peoples and to accept 
strange customs, if only for instrumental reasons.”5 A merchant- explorer 
such as Benzoni, and missionaries of all faiths, developed an ethnographic 
eye to make sense firsthand of the languages, customs, and belief systems of 
a new region and its inhabitants, in order to live, trade, and preach among 
them rather than to gaze and marvel.

The k ind of writing intended to inspire wonder was v igorously 
attacked by one missionary, the Huguenot Jean de Léry, who spent two 
years (1556  – 58) in Brazil living among the Tupinamba Indians. In the pref-
ace to his Histoire d’un voyage faict en la terre de Brésil (1578), he criticized the 
ignorance and sensationalism of an earlier French traveler, André Thevet, a 
Franciscan who had spent only ten weeks in Brazil but went on to publish a 
long account of the region in 1557:

he still thought to dazzle the eyes of those who read his work, and 
to hear him hold forth far and wide, you would say that he has . . .  
observed in his own person all the customs and manners of that 
multitude of diverse savage peoples living in that fourth part of 
the world . . . for which, however, the lives of ten men would not 
suffice.6 

Léry, in contrast, presents his book as the sober account of a man who has 
learned on the spot what he now recounts: “My intention and my subject in 
this history will be simply to declare what I have myself experienced, seen, 
heard, and observed” (3). His is an on- the- ground report “not bedecked with 
the plumes of others” (lxi). Though this claim to be a d irect witness, the 
trope of “autopsy,” as Peter Mason calls it, was a standard ploy even of writ-
ers who had seen nothing of the marvels they reported firsthand, Léry here 
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is making a truthful distinction between his two years’ observation of the 
Tupinambi and Thevet’s largely imagined account of them.7

One section in Léry’s book that shows how he came to understand 
the Tupinamba is his French/Tupi dictionary and grammar, which opens 
with a dialogue between a Frenchman and a Tupi about trading European 
clothing and ironware for game and fish but then moves on to record the 
names of local villages, their chiefs, and their terms for political structures 
and religious beliefs, as well as the linguistic categories necessary to use their 
language well.8 Another is his disinterested notation of the melodies the Tupi 
sing and the festive dress they wear on ritual occasions. The dictionary pro-
vides exactly what a trader could put to use among these native people. Yet 
Léry upends European assumptions by observing and describing without 
sensationalism the rituals in which the Tupi kill captured enemies and sing 
songs about it: they eat them for reasons of revenge, not cruelty or hunger. 
His analysis of the function of cannibalism in this culture contrasts strongly 
to its hair- raising depiction in most European texts, which interpreted it as 
proof of the Amerindians’ innate savagery rather than a practice related to 
certain aspects of warfare.9

Léry a lso describes the beauty of Tupi warriors, dressed in bril-
liantly colored feathers as they go into battle (History, 120). This aesthetic 
perspective was to surface again in the work of Cesare Vecellio, whose inter-
est in dress, and sight of the feather headdresses and capes, probably of Inca 
make, brought back from the New World, prompted him to add them at the 
end of his list of the materials from which clothing had been made since the 
Garden of Eden:

[They are] extremely beautiful garments, well woven and deco-
rated in different sections with the feathers of all kinds of birds, 
skillfully and artfully interwoven, in such a variety of well 
matched colors that for this reason and for their rarity, they can 
be considered the most delicate and sumptuous clothing to be 
found anywhere. And these garments are worn by the Indians of 
America . . . very far from our country.10

The De Brys offered a completely different appeal to potential book 
buyers: fascinated horror was the goal of their first three volumes on Span-
ish America, parts 4  –  6 of the America series based on Girolamo Benzoni’s 
Historia del Nuovo Mondo. They used a large folio format, crowded action 
scenes, and the three- dimensional effect of naked bodies and facial expres-
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sions made technologically possible by the multidirectional cross- hatching of 
engraving to create a riveting spectacle. Further, by the time these volumes 
were put together, the placement of these prints, grouped together at the 
back of each book, created an overwhelming impression that was undiluted 
by Benzoni’s fuller narrative, whose translation was placed in earlier sections 
of each volume. The visual logic of individual engravings intensified their 
dramatic effect by representing early and late stages of an event simultane-
ously, leading to and away from the climax of the story, often centered on a 
scene of group violence. From their textual source for these three volumes, 
Benzoni’s Historia, the De Brys selected episodes that lent themselves to 
startling graphic treatment. They intensified the effect of their images by 
omitting most of Benzoni’s cool- headed ethnographic information, mul-
tiplying the number of figures he set into his woodcuts, and emphasizing 
the savagery of the Indians by focusing on their naked bodies. They also 
crowded their prints with buildings, landscapes, and flora and fauna from 
other sources to snow the viewer with a blitz of details, amazing events, and 
eye- popping atrocities. It’s highly unlikely that their pictured stories inspired 
an emotion as contemplative or respectful as wonder. Rather, they chan-
neled thrilled horror at naked savages and vicious Spanish conquistadors 
into an incitement to buy these massive, expensive books.11

A good example of the De Brys’ engraving technique is the crowded 
title page for part 4 of America, shown here from the German edition (see 
fig. 1). At the lower left, a shouting Indian dressed only in a serape and feath-
ered crown holds up a necklace (which the narrative will explain as a pagan 
offering to idols) and, more savagely, a stone. At the lower right, a barelegged 
Indian in a short sleeveless shirt and feathers, holding a staff, looks out from 
under a furrowed brow. If this is Atahualpa, the Inca king of Peru whose 
story Benzoni sympathetically recounts, his anxious, angry face and almost 
naked body here give him far less dignity than Benzoni’s narrative, which 
repeats Bartolomé de las Casas’s piognant account of the captured king’s 
reproach to Pizarro for breaking his promise to free him once Atahualpa’s 
subjects had brought the conquistador the gold he demanded.12 Further 
up, the eye meets a motley crew of disorganized naked Indians. Their bare 
buttocks and scrambling motions contrast vividly to the elegantly dressed 
and poised Europeans depicted elsewhere in the De Brys’ prints, in which 
the dignified carriage associated with Old World civility is set against the 
strained, contorted bodies of the Indians. Michiel van Groesen points out 
the significance of this contrast:
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Figure 1. 
Theodor and Dieterich De Bry, Das vierdte Buch von der Neuwen 
Welt [America, part 4] (Frankfurt am Main, 1594), title page.  
Courtesy of the Massachusetts Center for Interdisciplinary  
Renaissance Studies, Amherst, Massachusetts. 
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One . . . visual aspect of the physical appearance of the overseas 
population that might have caught the eye of the contemporary 
reader was human body posture. With the increasing importance 
of manners in the broadest sense in the Renaissance, the notion 
that the interior self was visible from the outside had acquired 
momentum. The importance of elegant posture therefore per-
vaded early modern manners books and artists’ manuals. An erect 
posture was regarded as a sign of civility, whereas, by contrast, 
violently swirling or stooping human bodies indicated an overall 
lack of composure.13 

It should be added that elegant, correctly worn clothing was another 
important element in the appearance of civility. Native incivility, in con-
trast, is figured on this title page in the depiction of agitated, twisting bodies 
whose partial nakedness —  total, in the women’s case —  will reappear as a 
sign of savagery throughout the volumes on New Spain. The drummer at 
the upper right is drumming, but the one on the left is twisting his head and 
tramping uphill. At the top, a man on each side lurches away or toward the 
central niche, and women and men alike gesture wildly toward the idol set 
in an arched frame.

This frightening idol is a new invention by the De Brys. Its owl-
ish beak, goat’s horns, dragon wings, and the big fanged hell- mouth in its 
belly make it a spectacle never described in Benzoni’s account. The detail 
that inspired their demonic monster was probably Benzoni’s comment that 
in Hispaniola he saw idols “with a tail and feet, like our Satan.”14 Hence 
the pitchfork and clawed feet of the De Bry idol, among the seventeen rep-
resented in their collection.15 But the snarling face set in the belly of the 
De Brys’ idol was a lurid elaboration based on the Christian iconographic 
tradition of the mouth of hell. A typical example is Hans Memling’s reign-
ing devil painted on the right front wing of the Triptych of Earthly Vanity 
and Divine Salvation (ca. 1485).16 Altogether, the De Bry title page presents 
crowded chaos rising toward fearsome pagan ritual, in contrast to the scene 
framed in the arch at the bottom of the page, in which three European ships 
in dignified symmetry sail with a following wind out into the wider sea.

Resonance, on the other hand, is a central effect of the calmly detailed 
narrative and modest woodcuts illustrating the Milanese traveler Girolamo 
Benzoni’s Historia del Mondo Nuovo, published with eighteen small wood-
cuts in Venice in 1565, and again in 1572. At twenty- two, Benzoni left Italy 
to make his fortune. During his fourteen years of travel from 1541 to 1556, he 
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lived in the islands of the Caribbean and much of Central America: Panama, 
Nicaragua, Honduras, and Peru. In addition to observing firsthand his Span-
ish companions’ behavior and the condition of the Indians in regions under 
Spanish control, he combined earlier Spanish texts to put together a critical 
history of New World conquistadors, including Columbus, Cortez, Pizarro, 
and Balboa.17 The book was published twice in Italy, quickly translated into 
Latin, French, German, and Flemish, and excerpted in English, for a total 
of thirty- two publications, but it never appeared in a Spanish edition until 
the twentieth century. Spanish censors saw immediately how anti- Spanish 
the book was, not because Benzoni was a Protestant, as the De Brys were (he 
seems to have been a not very intensely practicing Catholic), but because of 
the atrocities he had seen the Spanish commit in northern and central Italy 
as well as New Spain. His dislike of the Spanish was later recorded by the 
Lima- born Jesuit official and historian of Spain, Antonio de Léon Pinelo, in a 
laconic annotation in his Epitome de la Biblioteca oriental y occidental, nautica 
y geografica (Madrid, 1629): “Autor poco afecto à los Españoles.”18 Benzoni’s 
Italian editor, Alfredo Vig, believes that the reason the first edition of the 
book is so rare is that it was systematically suppressed in Italy.19

Benzoni seems to have undertaken his voyage as a merchant adven-
turer. In his dedication of the 1565 book to Pope Pius IV, he explains that 
his father, impoverished by the depredations of the Spanish in and around 
Milan, could not afford to keep him in school so sent him to the various 
countries of Europe. Then, fascinated by accounts of the “wonders and 
abundant riches” of the New World, he decided to go there himself.20 At the 
beginning of the book, he writes that after his sea voyage he joined a group 
of Spaniards going to Cumaná (in present- day Venezuela) on a slave- hunting 
expedition. Local Indians led them to an enemy tribe, from whom they cap-
tured over two hundred and forty people to sell to Spaniards with landhold-
ings in Hispaniola and Spain. Apparently he made further profits of this 
kind, though they did not last long. At the end of the book, he unheroically 
admits that though he left America with a substantial fortune, he lost most 
of it in a shipwreck off the Peruvian port of Manta.

Yet Benzoni’s account and illustrations show that he also connected 
with the indigenous people in less exploitative ways. As he recounts the years 
he passed in the southern reaches of New Spain, his sympathy for the Indi-
ans under Spanish oppression and his admiration of their cultures come 
increasingly to the fore. Soon after the slaving episode, he recounts the hor-
ror and pity he felt at the sight of four thousand captured Indians driven to 
Amaracapanna (now Piritu, in Venezuela) by Pedro de Calice:
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For want of provisions, from labour and fatigue, as well as from 
grief at leaving their country, their fathers, their mothers, or their 
children, [many] had died on their journey. And when some of 
them could not walk, the Spaniards, to prevent their remaining 
behind to make war, killed them by burying their swords in their 
sides or their breasts. It was really a most distressing thing to 
see the way in which these wretched creatures, naked, tired and 
lame, were treated, exhausted, sick, and despairing. The unfortu-
nate mothers, with two and three children on their shoulders or 
clinging around their necks, [were] overwhelmed with grief, all 
tied with cords or with iron chains around their necks or arms, 
or their hands. . . . This captain had gone seven hundred miles 
inland into that country, which, when the Spaniards first went 
there, was full of people, but when I reached it, the country was 
nearly depopulated. (Historia, 7  –  8/8)

More than pitying the Indians, Benzoni turns the tables on their Spanish 
masters in an extraordinary passage toward the end of his book, in which he 
shows that the Peruvians see the Europeans’ violence and avarice as the stron-
gest possible condemnation of the Christianity they purport to practice:

When the Indians saw the great cruelties which the Spaniards 
committed everywhere on entering Peru, not only would they 
never believe us to be Christians and children of God, as [we] 
boasted, but not even that we were born on this earth, or gener-
ated by a man and born of a woman. So fierce an animal they 
concluded must be the offspring of the sea, and therefore called 
us Viracocchie, for in their language they call the sea cocchia 
and the froth vira; thus they think that we are a condensation 
of the sea, and have been nourished by the froth, and that we 
have come to destroy the world. . . . They say that the winds 
ruin houses and break down trees, and the fire burns them; but 
the Viracocchie devour everything, they consume the very earth, 
they force the rivers, they are never quiet, they never rest, they 
are always rushing about, sometimes in one direction, sometimes 
in the other, seeking for gold and silver; yet never contented, 
they amble it away, they make war, they kill each other, they 
rob, they swear, they are renegades, they never speak the truth. 
(201  –  2/252  –  53)21 
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He concludes by shifting from indirect discourse to a statement in the first 
person, quoting the Indians’ v iew of the Spaniards directly: “they have 
deprived us of our means of living” (202/253). In a later passage, he says 
that when the Spaniards with whom he was traveling to Nombre de Dios 
in Grenada, seeking provisions, attacked an Indian village on the way, the 
Indians fled, shouting “ ‘Guacci, guacci!’ ” which in their language meant a 
ferocious nocturnal quadruped, “and this is the name they give the Chris-
tians!” (93/115).

Benzoni’s reversed perspective in these passages, dramatizing the 
Peruvians’ view of the Spaniards, signals his interest, like Léry’s though less 
systematic, in the languages of the Indians. Typically, the conquistadors kid-
napped Indians to make them into interpreters by learning Spanish, not 
imagining that they themselves could benefit from learning native tongues. 
Such linguistic obtuseness is never in evidence in Benzoni’s text. Like Léry, 
he is interested not only in words used to barter goods but in the names 
of flora and fauna and of customs and concepts, which he often admires, 
though on the basis of European criteria: of the women of Cumaná he says, 
“The married women modestly wear a cloth, called papanila, around their 
waist” (Historia, 8/9). His translation of the Mexica tutruani as “Signori” 
(gentlemen) suggests his alertness to Nicaraguan distinctions in rank, and 
it’s striking that he chooses to translate occomania, “wait a little,” an Indian 
rather than a Spanish imperative.

Benzoni also looks closely at medical practice and diet, from direct 
experience: he writes that he fell seriously ill on several occasions and was 
cured by eating local food and taking local cures, such as the hot ashes used 
to cure the bites of nique, that is, chiggers. He also writes about the roots 
of the tree the Spanish call Zarzaparilia (sarsaparilla), which the inhabit-
ants of Guyaquil use either in a dense paste or in a series of teas to cure 
“the French disease” —  that is, syphilis (Historia, 196/246). One of his most 
enthusiastic passages is a description of the crops grown and eaten in His-
paniola (71  –  73/87  –  89). He lists seven fruits, describing their skins, inte-
riors, textures, and tastes, and includes a woodcut (see fig. 2) of four trees 
that produce especially delicious ones: mamei (mamée apples), guiaive (gua-
vas), guanavane (soursops), and platanos (plantains) —  the plantains so deli-
cious and digestible that he could eat them even when he was too sick to eat 
anything else (72/88).22 He may dislike a food, but he still gives it its local 
name: the beans from a tree that the Nicaraguans dry and grind up to make 
a drink are cacauate, though he thinks this liquefied chocolate is fit only 
for pigs (121/149  –  50). Similarly, although he thinks the black vegetables 
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grown underground by the Cuzcans lack the flavor of the truffles to which 
he compares them, he gives their local name, pape, which in European lan-
guages would become patate, that is, potatoes (198/149). As he explains the 
language of the Nicaraguans —  or, rather, their four languages, since they 
speak this many —  his choice of words to put into Italian is evidence of 
careful observation.

The woodcuts in Benzoni’s Historia del Mondo Nuovo a re small 
(approximately three inches high and four inches wide), simple, and a bit 
clumsy, probably copied from his drawings onto blocks by an unskilled art-
ist. Even given the limits of this medium, very different from the much more 
detailed woodcuts and engravings possible at the time, the subject matter 
illustrated and the arrangement of details in the prints communicate his eth-
nographic interests clearly. The Historia focuses on information —  indeed, 
a great deal of it —  usually presented in a written tone and visual style of 

Figure 2. 
Fruit- bearing trees. Girolamo Benzoni, The History of the 
New World, trans. W. H. Smyth for the Hakluyt Society  
(London, 1856), 88.
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objective neutrality, in contrast to the spectacular, often frightening visual 
drama of the De Brys’ luxurious images. Even so, they communicate his 
ethnographic interests clearly. Of his eighteen prints, fifteen depict Indians 
engaged with one another in peaceful everyday activities. Toward the begin-
ning and end of the book are placed prints of boats (see figs. 3 and 4): the 
piragua paddled in the Gulf of Mexico and the balza sailed along the coast 
of Guyaquil (Historia, 6/6, 193/243).23 In both cases, he appreciates the tech-
nology used to build these boats. He explains that the pirogue, though made 
of a single tree, can carry as many as fifty people; and the balsa raft, made 
from five to eleven slender timbers and shaped with an upward- curving 
prow “like a hand,” is flat and light, fitted with sails proportioned to its size. 
Presenting the sailing Indians in profile from a distance, while two in the 
background propel flatter rafts in the opposite direction with their legs and 
fish with a net hung between them, this woodcut leaves the Peruvians more 

Figure 3. 
Mode of navigating in the Northern Sea. Benzoni,  
History of the New World, 6.
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or less featureless because Benzoni is interested in boat- building as an indig-
enous craft, rather than in particular people.

In the first print of his book, however, Benzoni does focus on an 
individual, the wife of a cacique who visited the Spaniards he joined in the 
town of Cumaná (see fig. 5; Historia, 4/4). The informed lucidity in the 
details of his description and print of this woman presents a typical contrast 
to the hyper- realist drama of the De Brys’ engraving in part 4 of America (see 
fig. 6). Benzoni’s plainly dressed Spaniards sit at a minimally laid table under 
the roof of a simple hut, while the De Brys’ more lordly Europeans stand 
in European architecture: a thick- walled room with four- square windows, 
a tiled floor, and a r ight- angled bench set on a scrolled pedestal. The De 
Bry print shows, outside the door, the half- naked cacique’s wife approach-
ing with a basket of fruit on her head, a narrative prequel that implies her 
willingness to serve the Europeans. The elegantly dressed Spaniards hold 

Figure 4. 
Method of fishing and navigating in the South Sea. Benzoni,  
History of the New World, 243.
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themselves erect on neatly turned- out feet, wearing plumed caps and hats, 
one in a p ointed helmet, another in an elaborately trimmed breastplate. 
With the exception of the bareheaded man in profile at the right edge of 
the group (Benzoni?), they all wear fashionable ruffled shirt collars, short 
padded breeches, and pinked soft shoes. Two carry muskets, while the sit-
ting man’s sword identifies him as a nobleman. The effect of this elaborately 
dressed and armed group, like the hand of the European gesturing toward 
the woman, is to turn her into an alien object of demonstration: “Look at 
this!” Shown naked in three- quarter profile, with hanging breasts and an 
almost invisible loincloth, she is presented as hideously uncouth.24 Her enor-
mous nose rings obscure the lower half of her face, and her double hoop 
earrings hang from alarmingly elongated earlobes, while her hands, with 
pointed nails, rest on her knees in an ungraceful clutching position.

Benzoni’s woman, too, is startling in appearance, but she is pre-

Figure 5. 
A wonderful Indian woman of Cumaná. Benzoni,  
History of the New World, 4.
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sented in the foreground, closer to the viewer than the men observing her 
and sitting solidly in profile with a raised chin that suggests indifference to 
the astonished gaze and uplifted hands of the men looking at her. Though 
her long fingernails and toenails, as Benzoni says, make a startling impres-
sion, the cross- hatching meant to suggest her black skin actually comes 
across as a form of ornamentation. Rather than depicting her as a thrillingly 
terrible sight, Benzoni locates her in her culture by explaining that her ear-
rings are made of a lightweight, intricately carved wood called cacoma and 
that the Cumanan word for her nose ring is caricori (Historia, 3/3).

Even the basket of fruit carries different messages in the two prints. 
Benzoni’s little woodcut is focused on the woman, not her gift; the basket’s 
broad cross- hatching suggests it is woven of some fiber, but its fruit and 
leaves are left too undetailed to be identified. But the De Brys’ basket is 
a full- scale sampler of New World flora: it contains an ear of maize at the 

Figure 6. 
Woman of Cumaná. Theodor De Bry, Americae pars quarta, 
sig. A4r, plate 3. Courtesy Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript 
Library, Yale University.
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rear, a gourd in the front, and two cherimoyas at the front right.25 While 
the focus in Benzoni’s woodcut remains on the cacique’s wife, the De Bry 
engraving divides the alarming woman from the admirable fruit, as if to say 
that the inhabitants of Cumaná are disagreeably savage but their goods are 
valuable and scientifically interesting. Though the De Brys condemned this 
kind of attitude as a pretext for Spanish depredations in the New World, 
their engraving repeats the subordination of native peoples in its focus on 
more appealing exports that could profit Europeans. 

Two further prints by Benzoni and the De Brys, focused on the 
conflicts between native peoples and their Spanish invaders, represent Ben-
zoni’s narrative in contrasting informative and horrific ways (see figs. 7 and 
8). Benzoni’s fourth woodcut depicts the revenge enacted by the Indians 
near the city of Panama on the Spaniards for their insatiable pursuit of gold. 
Catching them, especially their captains, the Indians threw them to the 
ground and poured molten gold down their throats, saying “Eat, eat gold, 
Christian!” He explains the final step of this revenge by saying that the Indi-

Figure 7. 
How the Indians poured melted gold down the throats of the  
Spaniards. Benzoni, History of the New World, 73.
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ans lop off the limbs of their Spanish captives, then cook and eat them, “the 
more to ill- treat and disgrace them” [per più strazio e v ituperio]. Finally, 
they take the bones of the dead men to their places of worship and hang 
them up as tokens of triumph (Historia, 57/73). In the context of Benzoni’s 
history of Spanish savagery, these acts have a cultural rationale: revenge on 
the aggressor and commemoration of victory. In the De Bry print, however, 
as we might expect, the horror story is told in gory detail.

Benzoni’s woodcut is curiously calm. In the foreground two men 
blow through tubes onto a fire to melt gold in a bowl, while another Indian 
takes a pan of gold to a woman bending over a bound Spaniard, already 
pouring gold into his mouth. More or less in the center, a figure of indis-
tinguishable gender sits on the ground, pausing from sawing off the leg of 
a corpse, while a man at the back left kneels at a fire, chewing on a hunk of 
flesh. In spite of its sequential representation of torture and cannibalism, the 
image is quietly informative. The lack of perspective sets the figures at an 

Figure 8. 
Indian revenge on the Spanish. De Bry, Americae pars quarta, 
sig. F1r, plate 20. Courtesy Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript 
Library, Yale University.
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almost equal distance from the viewer’s gaze, a similarity furthered by the 
depiction of the Spaniard, who seems to be as naked as his captors; in fact, 
the men are wearing penis sheaths, which he presumably lacks. The visual 
logic of fire to fire loops the figures’ movements together, making them 
appear deliberate rather than frenzied, especially the still, frontal pose of the 
central upper figure. This is naive visual storytelling, but the print, even in 
its simplicity, or perhaps because of it, makes the point that the Indians are 
performing a calculated ritual.

The De Brys give their viewer an orgy of revenge.26 In the fore-
ground, four naked Indians surround a fully dressed Spaniard, shown lying 
flat in profile with gold splashing up out of his mouth. The Indian who 
holds his head twists his own head toward the viewer with a grin, while the 
man pouring the gold holds the cup at an implausible but dramatic dis-
tance from the Spaniard’s mouth. The Spaniard’s elongated position and 
formal clothes contrast forcefully to the Indian’s naked, crouching body and 
skimpy rumpled loincloth. In the background, the printmaker depicts an 
agitated scene of butchering and barbecuing. At the right, one man saws off 
the dead Spaniard’s arm, his companion starts to cut off a leg, and a gesticu-
lating comrade urges them on. At the upper left, a man carries a leg cut from 
the corpse behind him to a fire with a wooden grill above it, where a naked 
woman oversees another leg and an arm roasting and a man gnaws on an 
entire arm. Besides adding four Indians to the scene, the De Bry engraving 
divides the stages of events among three intensely active groups: the five men 
bent over the Spaniard and, in the background, the trio of butchers and 
the trio of figures framing the fire, whose actions meet emphatically at the 
barbeque.

No scene of cannibalism in a European account would be sym-
pathetically presented. But the distant focus, balanced composition, and 
restrained physical action of Benzoni’s figures produce the impression that 
they are carrying out a familiar ritual in a dispassionate way. The De Brys 
produce the opposite effect by multiplying their characters, focusing on 
their fiercely expressive faces and contorted bodies, depicting the Spaniard, 
at first so fully clothed, in three successive stages of undress and dismem-
berment, and positioning the Indian gnawing at a human arm at the rear 
center of the print. The visual tale told in the De Bry engraving omits Ben-
zoni’s explanation that the motives of the Indians are revenge and triumph. 
What we see instead is their relish for cruelty and its conclusion in a can-
nibal’s revolting meal.
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I will close this comparison of Benzoni and the De Bry artists with a 
contrast between cultural order and savage violence in their prints of Indians 
dancing (see figs. 9 and 10). In his section on Nicaragua, Benzoni explains 
the stages of the Nicaraguans’ mitote (dances) in detail: they assemble in 
large groups, sweep their dance ground carefully (“nettato benissamente”), 
and “proceed by threes and fours in regular order,” singing in a call and 
response pattern (Historia, 123/151). Although Benzoni tells us that the Indi-
ans drink and dance all day, his print depicts a surprisingly decorous scene: 
seven fully dressed, gracefully upright couples move in a lively but contained 
way in a loose circle, and in the foreground a s tanding musician plays a 
drum while two women collaborate to serve a man a drink. The arrange-
ment of the figures in two clearly defined planes increases the impression 
of order: four Indians in the foreground, fourteen in the middle distance. 
But looking at the De Brys’ version of this scene, one would think they were 
using a completely different source. The engraving is full of figures, but the 
dancers are all men and they are all naked. Their postures make a fierce, 
chaotic impression: facing in different directions, they tip backward and for-
ward, especially the first man on the left, who is pulling his cheeks into a 
grimace; two squat in the positions of wrestlers; many tilt to left or right, 
some precariously balanced on one foot.27 At the left, a group of women 
watches from a distance, while a man in front of them raises high a round 
object —  probably a coconut shell, which we can guess is filled with liquor 
because another man in front of him holds his head with both hands as 
though he has drunk too much already. A naked woman at the upper left 
watches the dancers’ contortions from a distance, firmly attached to a male 
companion, as is the woman in a feather skirt in the right foreground. Did 
the artist think that showing naked women dancing singly in this procession 
would be an invention too offensive to European eyes? The decorous festiv-
ity in Benzoni’s print here becomes a riot of male energy.

The contrast between these prints typifies the difference between 
Benzoni’s Historia as a field of resonance in which images are l inked to 
ethnographic explanation and the De Bry engravings in part 4 of America, 
which link hyperactive compositions and almost total nudity to create horri-
fied wonder. Benzoni writes to encourage European readers to understand, if 
not to admire, the peoples of Central America. His Amerindians are strange, 
but his text makes them comprehensible as members of cultures he has lived 
in and whose ways of life he has observed for years. The De Brys exagger-
ate the otherness of the Indians, keeping them at a thrilling remove. Their 
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books of abridged narratives and richly detailed engravings could be held 
in two hands, but they position the peoples they represented in a realm of 
untouchable alterity.

Still, this contrast isn’t the whole story. In two instances, the De Bry 
artists created an engraving where Benzoni provided only text, and in these 
they produced images of pathos and utopian bliss rather than sensational 
disorder. Early in Benzoni’s Historia, as we have already seen (7  –  8/8), he 
describes the heartrending sight of Captain Pedro de Calice’s vast procession 
of captives: their exhaustion, the sight of small children clinging to their 
helpless mothers, and their Spanish captors’ readiness to kill any Indian who 
fell along the way. In part 4 of the De Brys’ America series, they included an 
engraving that turns this anecdote into an image displaying a grim account 
of Spanish cruelty (see fig. 11). 

The print depicts a long file of Indians surrounded by Spaniards. De 
Calice’s suffering slaves wind through the scene, burdened with enormous 
sacks on their backs (a detail not mentioned in Benzoni’s text). They also 

Figure 9. 
Method of dancing. Benzoni, History of the New World, 152.
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lead and carry small children, one walking innocently alongside his mother, 
another with a l ittle foot showing under her knotted mantle. At the left, 
heavily armed Spaniards clear a way up a steep hill; in the right background, 
a Spaniard raises a sword across his shoulder to kill an Indian who has fallen, 
almost buried under his heavy load. Yet this violent act and others like it do 
not dominate the image. The most affecting figure in the print is the Indian 
man at the center, wearing jewelry that identifies him as a chief. With eyes 
half shut, he implores the Spaniards to slow down? Ease his burden? Pity his 
people? The captain shows no sign of relenting; his right foot is firmly set 
up the hill and he is gesturing to the Indian as if to show him this is the way 
he must take. Even so, this central captive has a certain dignity. His strong 
body, though naked, is firmly planted on the ground, and his expressive 
gesture initiates the exchange that dramatizes the captain’s obduracy. Atypi-
cally, the scene is neither agitated nor extremely violent. Rather, it sums up 

Figure 10. 
Indians dancing. De Bry, Americae pars quarta, sig. F2r,  
plate 21. Courtesy Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library,  
Yale University.
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the long, hard suffering that the Indians endured and would continue to 
endure at the hands of their implacable conquerors.

This fourth print establishes the pitiable situation whose violent 
consequences will be elaborated in later images. But part 5, too, includes a 
print that looks backward to a better era based on Benzoni’s long description 
of Indian markets before the Spaniards came to the coastal town of Carta-
gena on the coast of northwest Colombia (see fig. 12). In addition to the 
ornaments of gold, pearls, and emeralds they wore during celebrations, the 
Indians traded fish, salt, and pepper, and also fruit, grain, cotton, feathers, 
and other goods. “Each man took only what he wanted, without other con-
ditions or showing any avarice whatsoever, saying, You take this, and give 
me that” (Historia, 88/109). Benzoni concludes with an encounter he had 
with an Indian of the region. Asking the Cartagenian to sell him a chicken, 
he discovers that these people still exchange goods through barter; cash has 

Figure 11. 
Pedro de Calice’s captured Indians. De Bry, Americae pars 
quarta, sig. B1r, plate 4. Courtesy Beinecke Rare Book and 
Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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no value for them. When he offers the Indian a Spanish coin, a real, the 
Indian rejects his offer as meaningless:

“What are you going to do with the fowl?” to which I answered 
that I was going to eat it. The Indian then, looking me in the 
face, put the real between his teeth and said, “Oh, Christian, if 
you wish me to give you something to eat, give me in exchange 
something that I can eat; but what you offer me is worth nothing 
at all, so take back your real, and I will eat my fowl.” (88  –  89/109) 

Yet Benzoni acknowledges that this Golden Age has passed: the Indians now 
resemble Europeans in their veneration of temporal goods.

The De Brys give this lost era full presence in their highly specific, 
detailed engraving. The action clusters in many groups, though several fig-
ures stand out for their beauty, such as the centrally placed young woman in 

Figure 12. 
Indian market. Theodor De Bry, Americae pars quinta . . . , 
(Frankfurt am Main, 1595), sig. C3r, plate 10. Courtesy Beinecke 
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.
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the foreground, moving to the right with her swinging braid behind her, and 
the men wearing long feather capes. Men and women alike are all peace-
fully engaged in barter. In the center foreground a woman offers pelts, fish, 
bones, and fruit in exchange for feathers; at the left a man in a feathered robe 
shows jeweled belts. In two balanced groups in the background, men and 
women display strips of jewels, cotton, vases, and grain. In the far distance, 
figures march symmetrically off to the left and right, carrying the goods 
they have acquired. The scene is crowded with people and objects but, even 
so, it is harmonious. The point is clearly made: before the Spanish invaders, 
the Indians led a life of peace and plenty.

Whether the De Bry engravings are designed to shock or sadden 
their viewers, they share one thing with Benzoni’s woodcuts: they illustrate 
books that tell stories. The De Brys frame their prints with titles and excerpts 
from Benzoni’s longer preceding narrative to explain when and where the 
actions they dramatize occurred, and, like Benzoni’s images, their engrav-
ings are placed in an ongoing sequence. Wondrous, but resonant at least in 
their relation to Benzoni’s account as translated in previous sections of the 
book, the images follow one another in a preestablished narrative context.

When Cesare Vecellio published his 1598 costume book, however, 
he organized twenty woodcuts of the dress of the Americas according to 
space, not time. Narrative was no part of his project. In his Habiti antichi et 
moderni di tutto il mondo (The Clothing, Ancient and Modern, of the Whole 
World ), following the conventions of the costume book genre, each figure is 
positioned alone on a single page with facing commentary. Vecellio’s inter-
est in his 1598 book lay in detailed images of dress worn by figures offered 
as present- day representatives of a certain place: Venice, Naples, England, 
Cuzco. A detailed history of the group to which the model belongs is irrel-
evant in a costume book.28 The purpose, rather, is to produce an aestheti-
cally pleasing image of people identified in terms of their region and rank 
by means of their present- day headgear and clothing. The focus is not on 
action but on social types identified by sartorial details. Since these details 
are best seen in a single- figure portrait, Vecellio usually presents his isolated 
figures in a frontal position, and the ornate frames his publisher added to 
each woodcut reinforce the formality of the poses.

This ahistoricity is even more evident in his New World prints 
because he knew so little about the geography and history of New Spain. 
Though he used parts 1 and 2 of the De Bry America series as his source for 
the dress of the Indians of Virginia and Florida, in his captions and com-
mentary on clothing from New Spain, Vecellio uses none of the political or 
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social history and none of the images that De Bry based on Benzoni in parts 
4  –  6.29 Once the print has a caption, such as “Clothing of The Women of 
Peru,” and he has described the parts of an ensemble of clothes, the image 
says all he wants to say (Habiti antichi, 491v  –  92r/558).30 The figure is made 
to stand for all Peruvian women anywhere at any time, with none of the 
agitated social groups or intricate settings the De Brys represented in their 
prints (see fig. 13). In his woodcut of the clothing of the women of Peru, 
he sets two figures on one page, but they are in fact front and side views of 
the same woman, dressed in layers of fabric he describes on the facing page  
as follows:

These women of Peru customarily dress in a way that means that 
they need no tailors. Rather, they take a piece of cloth, wool or 
cotton, which covers them down to the feet, and they arrange it 
at their shoulders with pins and cinch it at their waists, and with 
another band of different colors they wrap their bodies around 
again. As a result, they always have a healthy posture. They wear 
their hair loose to their shoulders, with a headband like the one 
shown. They marry young and go bare- armed. They spin, as can 
be seen in this print, most often when while they are out of the 
house. Over their shoulders they wear a piece of cloth woven of 
different colors. (492r/55)

Vecellio’s comment that Peruvian women’s dress is assembled without tailors 
implicitly takes his Old World perspective as the norm: this woman’s lay-
ers of wrapped cloth are interesting because they depart from (and perhaps 
improve on) the stitched, buttoned, laced, boned, and hooked garments 
worn by European women. Without the maps, title pages, and narratives 
the De Brys use to situate their prints, Vecellio’s images and commentaries 
locate his figures in a k ind of timeless, floating sphere detached from any 
social fabric. Material fabric is what interests him.

His framing of this visually isolated figure as a metonymy for a 
distant culture presents an analogy to the kind of ethnographic fragment 
that Barbara Kirschenblatt- Gimblett discusses in “Objects of Ethnography,” 
an essay on the ways museums of anthropology organize items for display. 
Exhibits consist of detached fragments, and such “detachment refers not 
only to the physical act of producing fragments but also to the detached 
attitude that makes that fragmentation and its appreciation possible.”31 A 
more chronologically relevant example might be the early collections of New 



Figure 13.  
Clothing of the women of Peru. Cesare Vecellio, Habiti antichi  
et moderni di tutto il mondo (Venice, 1598), fol. 491v. 
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World curiosities before they started to be organized into newly defined sci-
entific categories. An example analyzed in depth by Paula Findlen is the 
pandechion of Ulisse A ldrovandi, in which he put together a s et of rare 
objects “that did not distinguish among categories of facts . . . [but, rather, 
was] hierarchical in its privileging of the extraordinary.”32 The information 
that Vecellio had in Venice about Peruvian culture was minimal; he him-
self never traveled beyond northern Italy and the Tyrol, and his sources for 
the Andean and Mexican figures in his book are so far unknown. But he 
translates this region of the New World smoothly into the mode of display 
structured into all his prints: image, frame, caption, and brief analysis of 
the habito —  the traditional outfit on show. Degli Habiti antichi et moderni 
di tutto il mondo bears a striking resemblance to the cabinets of curiosities 
assembled by wealthy connoisseurs, in which matching, same- size compart-
ments were built for rare specimens of all kinds. Though the typicality that 
Vecellio’s book claims for the clothing his figures wear distinguishes them 
from the wondrous rarity of objects in a collector’s Wunderkammer, they 
invite a similar kind of attention: here are items of interest from different 
New World geographies, arranged side by side in categories without refer-
ence to the histories intrinsic to any one of them.

To return to the women of Peru as they are represented in the wood-
cut, the costume book format assigns her/them a generic dignity. Though 
this spinner is at work, she spins standing upright in a balanced pose with-
out needing to bend her head toward her distaff or her spindle. In fact, the 
profile view eliminates the distaff and spindle in order to show her long 
cloak without interrupting the line of its fall. There is no beginning, middle, 
or end to these still, calm figures; they are never shown in naked engage-
ment with the conquistadors. To say that they stand outside history is an  
understatement.

In t wo further prints in Vecellio’s New World series, however, 
the history of European contact makes a sharply visible incursion into the 
tranquil tableau of a woodcut. Vecellio assigns his “Nobleman of Cuzco” a 
serenely noble posture, a poised contrapposto balanced by an outstretched 
hand (see fig. 14). And like Benzoni, he uses a word from the local language 
to name the Peruvian’s cloak, which he assimilates to the mantles worn  
by Italians:

The noblest men of this country that we call America wear vari-
ous kinds of clothing, but none very costly. On top of an under-
garment made of a square of cloth, they used to wear a mantle 
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Figure 14. 
Nobleman of Cuzco. Vecellio, Habiti antichi, fol. 488v.
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similar to our lenzuolo, of black or white cotton or of wool. Today 
they cover themselves with a mantle that they call a hacola. 
(Habiti antichi, 489r/555). 

But the shift from mantle/lenzuolo to hacola signals that Vecellio 
is doing something new here: he is moving into a history of the costume of 
Peru. He then adds a detail that brings the nobleman suddenly into intercul-
tural exchange: “They are delighted by any shirt the Spaniards give them” 
(489r/555). Reading this comment, we see that the image is a kind of catach-
resis: above the elegantly draped folds of the hacola emerges a ruffled shirt 
collar, and at the wrist of the cloaked nobleman Vecellio shows a ruffled cuff. 
The Cuzcan’s hybrid dress tells a story diametrically opposed to the De Brys’ 
print of a Golden Age when Indians exchanged indigenous products in a 
pre- European market. Vecellio describes his nobleman’s feathered headpiece 
as the prerogative of Peruvians of high rank: “They adorn their heads with a 
band of some lovely color, with two feathers attached above their foreheads . . .  
but this is permitted only to the noblest men of Cuzco and those living in 
the areas surrounding it” (489r/555). The shirt, though, disturbs the sarto-
rial system previously legible to the Cuzcans and signals the end of their 
autonomous culture. Vecellio’s New World prints include no Spaniards, but 
this camicia distills their presence in Peru into a hybrid outfit that scrambles 
the cultural categories to which the man who wears it once belonged.

Vecellio’s print of a young man of Mexico registers the coming of 
the Spanish in a similarly undramatic way. No Spaniards are depicted, but 
their presence is everywhere (see fig. 15).33 Here, as in the print of the Peru-
vian woman spinning, the print contains two figures: the central youth and, 
at the left, a Chichen warrior. These are not two views of the same figure, 
however, but a pairing that pictures historical change. The warrior main-
tains his traditional identity, dressed only in a loincloth and holding the bow 
of which Vecellio tell us, “in warfare they use darts.” But the young man in 
the center is holding a Spanish import: a mirror. Vecellio explains:

In this province they use many delicate accessories of flowers and 
scents, and they carry many of them in their hands along with 
mirrors, which they think of as jewels; these are brought to them 
from Europe by the Spaniards. (Habiti antichi, 493r/559) 

The young man holds a bouquet of local flowers in one hand and the long-
 handled mirror in the other in a graceful, balanced pose. But the two objects 
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Figure 15. Young man of Mexico. Vecellio, Habiti antichi, fol. 492v. 
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belong to disconcertingly different times and spaces. The young man has 
recycled trade goods in an imaginative way by transforming the looking 
glass into an ornament that shines outward —  but this is the least of the 
adaptations his people will have to make as the Spaniards destroy the refined 
culture distilled into his clothing and close- held embellishments.

Diorama, horror show, portrait gallery: I h ave been suggesting 
that Vecellio’s costume book eliminates the history of Spanish America as 
Benzoni and the De Brys tell it. None of the Spanish brutality and naked 
Indian violence depicted in the Italian and German books are represented 
in his Habiti antichi et moderni. Yet it can be argued that his even- handed 
aesthetic assigns these New World Indians more dignity than the Italian 
voyager and the sensation- seeking De Brys could. He applies the conven-
tions of his book —  frontal poses, formal frames, and objective descriptions 
of clothing —  equally to the inhabitants of the Old and the New World. For 
him and his European contemporaries, civility included the rules of dress as 
a materialization of the codes of polite social interaction. Vecellio attributes 
both to his Amerindians. While Benzoni’s account of his travels at its best 
offered ethnographic objectivity and the De Brys’ plates invited astonish-
ment and horror, Vecellio depicts his Mexicans and Peruvians in poses of 
calm distinction. Such a treatment idealized the lives these Native Ameri-
cans were living and would live in a catastrophic future. But for the moment, 
the costume book memorialized them. It invited respectful admiration for 
the dignity with which they displayed the customs of their culture.

a
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Ann Rosalind Jones

Ethnographer’s Sketch, Sensational Engraving, Full-Length

Portrait: Print Genres for Spanish America in Girolamo Benzoni,

the De Brys, and Casare Vecellio

The writer-illustrators Giorgio Benzoni and Cesare Vecellio,

using the New World as the topic for books in different genres

intended to appeal to different audiences, represented the

inhabitants of New Spain in prints and commentary derived from

an ethnographic perspective on their customs and, in Vecellio's

case, from an aesthetic focus on their clothing. In contrast,

the De Brys’ version of New Spain as presented in parts 3–5 of

their America series launched a vivid, sensationalist assault on

their readers’ curiosity, playing to their fascination with the

horrors of New World exploration and the savagery of its

inhabitants. This essay compares these three discourses, the

genres they underpin, and the diverse kinds of appeal they were

designed to make to book-buying audiences in Europe.
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